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Abstract

The paper describes the outcome of the Google Summer of Code 2018 project de-

voted to sentiment analysis annotation (with an emphasis on figurative language)

and the interpretation of political discourse in anglophone countries. The corpus

is currently comprised of over 7000 politically-related tweets and contains several

categories (for instance, metadata, polarity, mood, speech act, etc.). The report

includes a detailed description of the methodology devised in the process of manual

annotation. Three categories of results are presented, namely, the comprehensive

statistical summary of the corpus, quantitative results (yielded by the automatic

classifiers trained on the dataset), and qualitative results. The ensuing discussion is

largely concerned with providing possible reasons for the lack of a large number of

figurative expressions in the corpus. Finally, the conclusions include a brief expla-

nation of the limitations of the study and include several ideas for future research

involving the corpus.
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1 Introduction

Twitter has played an important role in political and activist campaigns since its

launch in 2006. While originally restricted to only 140 characters, users can now

post tweets of double this length (since 2017), hence making their posts more com-

prehensive and coherent. This feature is of significant relevance to the study of

online political discourse due to the fact that tweets could currently be regarded as

standalone, albeit still concise, expressions of socio-political arguments (cf. Dyag-

ilev et al. 2014). Apart from serving as a crucial medium in highly “personal(ised)”

(Vergeer 2015: 745) political campaigns (especially in the case of Obama’s elec-

tion campaign and onwards; Effing et al. [2011: 26]), Twitter has also encouraged

(previously passive) individuals to participate in political discourse (Stieglitz and

Dang-Xuan 2012: 3500; Park 2013). In order to emphasise the pivotal role of Twit-

ter in political affairs, suffice it to note that during the 111th Congress Democrats

outnumbered Republicans in Congress but they were themselves outnumbered by

Republicans on Twitter (Golbeck and Hansen 2014: 178).

As part of the Google Summer of Code 2018 initiative, I collected and annotated the

current socio-political discourse on Twitter (focusing on several anglophone coun-

tries, that is, the USA, the UK, Canada, Australia, and New Zealand). The project

was proposed and coordinated by Prof. Walter Daelemans and Dr Tom De Smedt1

(Computational Linguistics & Psycholinguistics research centre at the University

of Antwerp). The corpus of over 7000 annotated tweets was intended as a refer-

ence database for future Twitter-oriented research. The idea behind creating and

maintaining a freely available corpus of political tweets was based on a premise that

there is a clear demand (cf. Pandarachalil et al. 2014: 254) for datasets contain-

ing sources other than film or product reviews (on which automatic classifiers are

commonly trained). It is also hoped that the database could prove a useful resource

in the detection and prevention of hate speech online. The corpus was humorously

dubbed ‘MAGA’ (in this context, ‘Make Annotations Great Again’) but the name

1I would like to express sincere gratitude to my Mentors for giving me the chance to participate

in this project, their encouragement, support, sense of humour, and helpful feedback during the

project.
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was not in any way intended as a derogatory term or an endorsement of Donald

Trump’s campaign.

The main hypothesis stated at the beginning of the task was that figurative lan-

guage (to be more precise, idioms and fossilised metaphors) would be prevalent in

political discourse due to its concise and witty nature. This assumption was further

corroborated by the evidence described in Mieder (1997; 2005; 2014), Bakliwal et

al. (2013), Li et al. (2014), Sohm (2016), and Sulis et al. (2016), as well as my own

research (Gwóźdź 2016), to mention but a few sources. Two ancillary hypotheses

stated that men were more likely to swear than women2 and that negative sentiment

would be the dominant label.

Sentiment analysis of political tweets is by no means a pioneering endeavour (cf. the

overview in Stieglitz and Dang-Xuan 2012: 3500 or Mart́ınez-Cámara et al. 2012;

also De Smedt and Jaki 2018a). For instance, the study by de Oliveira et al. (2016)

appears to be particularly interesting because the authors analysed early tweets by

the then-candidate Donald Trump and his followers, as well as opponents. They

also devised useful computational metrics, such as ‘social relevance’ and ‘average

temporal sentiment’. As regards other computational approaches to Twitter senti-

ment analysis, there exists a plethora of advanced studies. For example, Tsolmon

et al. (2012) proposed a novel computational method of extracting tweets based

on trending social events and demonstrated the effectiveness of their approach (an

average precision score of 94.3%), Celikyilmaz et al. (2010) developed a probabilistic

model of tweet classification, while Hassan et al. (2013) successfully implemented a

bootstrap ensemble framework in automatic sentiment analysis. Research conducted

by Bharti et al. (2015) deserves special mention due to the fact that the scholars

presented a highly accurate method (0.89, 0.81, 0.84 and 0.85, 0.96, 0.90, precision,

recall, F-score, respectively) of sarcasm detection in tweets. They also performed

an in-depth meta-analysis of sarcasm detection (2015: 1376).

2This remark is due to Dr Tom De Smedt.
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2 Methodology

The corpus currently consists of over 7000 political tweets crawled with the help of

Grasp3. The dataset is stored as a Google Sheet for ease of access.

Figure 1: A screenshot of an excerpt of the MAGA corpus. Full version available at:

https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1mFV7uIEbMQ9LyaLRLQc-c0zVfKFn0CY_

DakHSYWyPNg/edit#gid=0s (last accessed 12th Aug 2018).

Retweets have been excluded from the database due to their (mostly) impersonal

nature, which could hinder the annotation process with respect to polarity, speech

acts, and even political orientation. In order to ensure a maximum degree of ob-

jectivity and competence with respect to current socio-political affairs, I regularly

watched news broadcasts from the polar opposites of the political spectrum (for

instance, CNN and Fox News in the case of the USA).

In order to avoid political bias, an equal amount of left- and right-wing hashtags4

was used while extracting the tweets. The core set of hashtags was as follows:

• US politics: #MAGA, #GOP, #resist, #ImpeachTrump, #Midterms2018,

#POTUS, #FLOTUS, #TheResistance, #BlueWaveComing, #BlueT-

sunami, #SCOTUS, #Kavanaugh, # WWG1WGA, #liberal, #liberals,

3Available at: https://github.com/textgain/grasp (last accessed 12th Aug 2018).
4The choice of hashtags was partly inspired by the following website: https://ritetag.com/

best-hashtags-for/political (last accessed 12th Aug 2018).
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#2020election, #BarackObama, #defendDonald, #democrat, #snowflake,

#NeverTrump, #DumpTrump, #TrumpsAJoke, #MakeDonaldDrumpfA-

gain, #LoveTrumpsHate, #BoycottTrump,#AntiTrump, #Trump666,

#FuckTrump, #DumbDonald, #Trumpocalypse, #NotMyPresident, #Lock-

HimUp, #LockHerUp, #BlueWave, #RedWave, #covfefe, #familyseparation,

#CNN, #FoxNews, #libtard, #libertarian

• UK politics: #FuckBrexit, #StopBrexit, #resistBrexit, #remain, #Brexit,

#Labour, #Tory, #Tories, #TheresaMay, #Corbyn, #UKIP, #LibDems,

#PeoplesVote, #leave, #FinalSay, #NigelFarage, #ExitBrexit, #brexshit,

#VoteConservative, #conservatives, #BorisJohnson, #ForTheMany, #anti-

semitism

• Canadian politics: #canpoli, #cpc, #NDP, #JustinTrudeau, #Trudeau-

MustGo, #MCGA, #Harper, #cdnpoli, #SenCA

• Australian and New Zealand politics: #auspol, #PaulineHanson,

#Turnbull, #nzpol

Once the tweets have been collected, along with metadata, such as the correspond-

ing username, ID, and date, a manual annotation was performed. The following

categories were taken into consideration: polarity, (binary) gender of the author

(crudely determined by the username and an accompanying profile photo), speech

act, mood, idioms, metaphors, political bias (only right- and left-wing labels were

used to ensure simplicity). In my approach to manual annotation, the discrete polar-

ity labels (i.e., -1 for negative, 0 for neutral, 1 for positive) were mutually exclusive,

while overlap was permissible in the categories of speech acts (assertive, directive,

commissive, expressive, metalocutionary) and mood (agitated, anger, sarcasm, neu-

tral, joy). This principle was based on the initial analysis of political tweets. The

decision to adopt the discrete polarity scale was motivated solely by pragmatic rea-

sons. It goes without saying that informal political discourse does not lend itself

easily to discrete categorisation. A more fine-grained approach with a bounded con-

tinuous sentiment scale would undoubtedly yield a more accurate depiction of the

corpus (cf. the use of the continuous scale in the study on ontology-based techniques
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by Kontopoulos et al. [2013]; see also the extended discrete scale in Ghiassi et al.

[2013: 6276] and the sentiment scale based on polar coordinates in Saif et al. [2016:

11]).

The ‘mood’ category was perhaps the most arbitrary one. The ‘neutral’ category

often mirrored neutral polarity and the ‘agitated’ label was introduced to signify

a spectrum of emotions ranging from slight dissatisfaction to positive, yet emo-

tionally charged posts (the effect was usually achieved by means of punctuation,

capitalisation, or the excessive use of emoticons). The labels ‘anger’ and ’joy’ are

self-explanatory and need not be discussed here. The last label, ‘sarcasm’ served

as an umbrella term for both irony and sarcasm. The following examples of tweets

illustrate the concepts introduced above:

• neutral: “Remove private and religious school federal funding, pour the

money into public schools and Universities. Tax all religions and use the

funds to improve our hospitals. auspol”

• agitated: “ Trudeau is a disgrace... TrudeauMustGo MCGA”

• anger: “You bitch Bishop! We didn?t sign the Paris Accord, you and Talkbull

signed it for your own glory. Now we want OUT, do you understand that word.

God, what a dimwit. @LiberalAus auspol”

• joy: “TheresaMay may not give a crap but I am so so proud of England

ENGLANDVSCOLOMBIA epic fantastic superb so so proud”

• sarcasm: “The real disadvantage of Brexit; the UK will be losing easy access

to Irish delicacies....”

In order to maintain consistency in the annotation of multiword expressions, the

canonical form of idioms was cited verbatim from Sinclair’s (1995) The COBUILD

dictionary of idioms and, if a given idiom was not included therein, the following

online sources were consulted: https://dictionary.cambridge.org and https:

//idioms.thefreedictionary.com (in this order). The canonical form of proverbs

was cited from Simpson and Speake’s (2008) The Oxford dictionary of proverbs.
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The ‘Keyword’ category contained words or phrases that influenced the annotation

of polarity and mood. Due to the fact that punctuation, capitalisation, or emoticons

frequently played an important role in making these decisions, the meta-keywords

‘<punctuation>’ (encompassing both punctuation proper and capitalisation) and

‘<emoticon>’ were introduced.

A document with more comprehensive guidelines delineating the annotation method-

ology has been prepared as a reference for future annotators of the dataset5.

3 Results

3.1 Statistical summary

The corpus currently contains 7000+ tweets topically related to American (≈34%),

British (≈33%), Canadian (≈22%), Australian (≈6%), and New Zealand (0.18%)

socio-political affairs. Almost half of the authors were male (≈49%) and showed a

left-wing bias (≈55%).

gender

female

male

country

Australia

Canada

New Zealand

UK

USA

5https://docs.google.com/document/d/1RfhKNrndmALDXm6d-y1AzS7peQvtZ_

33orwS9tNxF4E/edit (last accessed 12th Aug 2018).
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Figure 2: Pie charts visualising the distribution of gender (left) and countries discussed

in respective tweets (right).

The following chart gives an overview of the number of tweets extracted on a

particular day during the project:

Tweet extraction
Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug

20
18

S
M
T
W
T
F
S

Figure 3: Tweet extraction timeline. Colour saturation is relative to the number of

tweets extracted on a particular day.

The polarity of the tweets closely followed the hypothesis that political discourse is

likely to contain more negative words than a non-political sample. As much as ca

44% of the tweets were clearly negative (while ca 47% of the corpus was classified

as neutral and only 9% as positive). These figures are visualised in the chart below:
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Figure 4: A bar plot summarising the distribution of polarity in the corpus.

Although polarity does not perfectly correspond to the ‘mood’ category, it was found

that the mood in half of the tweets could be interpreted as ‘agitated’, followed by

‘sarcasm’ (≈21%), ‘anger’ (≈13%), ‘neutral’ (≈9%), and ‘joy’ (≈4%). Perhaps

unsurprisingly, these figures clearly indicate that political tweets are emotionally

charged (tending towards the negative direction).

Slurs were present in ca 17% of the tweets, confirming the prediction that political

discourse often contains offensive language. Interestingly, no significant difference

was found in the amount of slurs used by males (who accounted for ≈53% of slurs)

and females. As regards the distribution of speech acts, it was found that most

tweets could be interpreted as ‘assertive’ (76%), followed by ‘expressive’ (≈38%),

‘directive’ (≈10%), ‘commissive’ (≈3%), or ‘metalocutionary’ (0.2%). The initial

hypothesis about the political corpus stated that metaphors and multiword expres-
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sions (inter alia, idioms and proverbs) were highly likely to be present in the tweets

(cf. Sulis et al. 2016). Contrary to the assumptions, only as little as 0.22% of the

tweets contained clear metaphors and 0.7% included canonical or modified forms of

multiword expressions.

The following list presents the top ten most frequent hashtags extracted from the

tweets (the figures in brackets represent the relative frequency of respective hash-

tags):

1. #Brexit (3.93)

2. #TrudeauMustGo (3.23)

3. #JustinTrudeau (3.07)

4. #MAGA (2.99)

5. #Tories (2.53)

6. #Drumpf (2.23)

7. #Corbyn (2.19)

8. #Labour (2.08)

9. #Tory (1.98)

10. #ImpeachTrump (1.73)

The word cloud below illustrates the most frequent content words in the corpus

and provides a clear overview of the most popular topics therein:
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Figure 5: Word cloud of the MAGA corpus. The size of the words is relative to their

absolute frequency. Image generated at https://wordart.com.

3.2 Quantitative results

The results obtained from the training of an automatic classifier on the dataset

turned out to be less than satisfactory compared with the common deep-learning

standards. The Perceptron classifier (part of the functionality provided by Grasp)

yielded the following precision and recall scores (5-fold cross-validation):

• prediction of political bias:

– precision: 72.9%

– recall: 72.4%

• prediction of the user’s gender:

– precision: 37.9%

– recall: 37.6%

• prediction of polarity:

– precision: 56.7%

– recall: 57.5%

11
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Experiments with Support Vector Machines with various kernel functions and the

Multilayer Perceptron Classifier (from the scikit-learn package6) yielded similar

results. The data were preprocessed with the TF-IDF Vectorizer and a respective

classifier was trained to predict the polarity of the tweets (the training-test split was

set to 80/20). The precision scores ranged from 46% to 70%.

3.3 Qualitative results

American political discourse on Twitter is, perhaps unsurprisingly, clearly domi-

nated by the ongoing dispute between Republicans and Democrats or, to be more

precise, pro- and anti-Trump users. Some right-wing users also comment on the

presidency and legacy of Barack Obama and the recent Democrat candidates (other

than Hillary Clinton), most notably, Bernie Sanders. In July there was an abundance

of left-wing users voicing their concerns over the Republican policy on dealing with

the so-called ‘border crisis’. Other significant political events that were almost im-

mediately reflected on Twitter included the nomination of Judge Brett Kavanaugh,

the Trump-Putin summit in Helsinki, the Stormy Daniels affair, and the alleged

reporting bias of CNN and Fox News.

Tweets (both left- and right-wing) related to Canadian affairs are currently focused

on Justin Trudeau’s recent groping allegations, the so-called ‘tariff wars’, the con-

troversial purchase of the oil pipeline, the legalisation of marijuana, and Trudeau’s

most recent gender expression policy. There is also an abundance of (both right-

and left-wing) tweets regarding the close relationship between Canada and the USA.

British Twitter users are currently preoccupied with Brexit, the Tory government,

the imprisonment of Tommy Robinson, Trump’s visit to London, and the alleged

Antisemitism in the Labour Party.

Australian tweets are mostly concerned with Pauline Hanson’s controversial state-

ments about immigration laws, recent emotional interviews, her changing views, and

a recent holiday voyage to Ireland. The scarce data on New Zealand tweets show

that the users are mostly discussing the recent Labour healthcare decision.

6Available at: http://scikit-learn.org/stable/ (last accessed 12th Aug 2018).
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4 Discussion

The main challenge of the task was the preparation of a ‘clean’ dataset, that is,

leaving only politically-themed tweets posted by real people (the alarming rise of

bots severely hindered this process) and essentially deleting any input contributed

by a news agency or which simply did not meet the requirements of instinctively

defined coherent and cohesive discourse. It could be inferred from the above results

that users engaging in political discussion on Twitter are much more likely to post

firm statements on a given topic, rather than resort to hedging or embedding the

statements in expressive linguistic frames. This pattern may suggest that political

tweets are mostly posted by self-confident individuals, who seem to be quite sure of

the validity of their suggestions.

The obvious conclusion that could be drawn from the results presented above is

that, contrary to the main hypothesis, figurative language does not appear to be a

common feature of anglophone political discourse. This finding, albeit rather dis-

appointing, stands in stark contrast to the authoritative paremiological studies by

Mieder (1997; 2005; 2014), who posited that proverbs, antiproverbs, Wellerisms, or

winged words (among others) constitute a very important feature of political dis-

course and serve as a powerful means of expression. The pivotal difference is the

choice of the medium – Mieder has not analysed political discourse on Twitter and

instead focused on the rhetoric of former presidents and candidates. The present

study rejected the hypothesis that figurative language plays as important a role as

it used to do in the past. This finding is perhaps rather disappointing for paremiol-

ogists and linguists alike but, at the same time, it highlights an emerging linguistic

trend, that is, the gradual demise of figurative language in online political discourse.

The tendency may be heavily influenced by several sociolinguistic factors, such as,

the level of education, age, exposure to classical literature (which abounds in figura-

tive language), or even personal linguistic taste. This matter clearly requires more

research.

As regards the poor performance of the automatic classifiers with respect to pre-

diction political bias, gender, and polarity, there is, undoubtedly, a lot of room

for improvement (however, see the similarly low results of the automatic sentiment
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analysis experiment conducted by Pandarachalil et al. [2014: 260]). On the other

hand, one needs to reflect on the possible ethical consequences(cf. De Smedt and

Jaki 2018b: 3)7 of blindly classifying sensitive categories, such as political bias and

gender. Moreover, these categories are notoriously difficult to classify even for a

human annotator and the fields are often left empty in the database due to the

lack of a binary divide between the corresponding labels. However, the automatic

prediction of polarity does not pose the same ethical and linguistic problems and

ought to be significantly improved.

A particularly promising approach to the classification of mood (as understood in

this paper) is based on features (since the input needs to be vectorised, see above).

The features described in De Smedt and Jaki (2018b: 3), in particular, those based

on punctuation (‘!!”), capitalisation (‘UP’), the number of offensive words present

in the tweet (‘O?’ and ‘O+’) and lexical features (character n-grams) detecting, for

instance, emoticons, would most certainly prove useful in the case of the MAGA

corpus and ought to be tested in future studies.

5 Conclusions

The study described in this paper had a number of limitations. First and foremost,

the dataset was annotated by only one person and, while the strict objectivity

guidelines had been observed at all times, certain decisions were inevitably (and

implicitly) influenced by the author’s personal views. In order to render the corpus

more scholarly valuable, more annotators are needed, so that the Cohen’s kappa

coefficient (an estimate of inter-rater reliability) can be computed. The corpus rep-

resents but a sample of politically-engaged users and is by no means a representative

resource reflecting the actual characteristics of, say, Republicans or Democrats. To

boot, Golbeck and Hansen (2014: 179) note that “given that those who actively

decide to follow a Representative are probably more politically aware and active;

such characteristics are often accompanied by more extreme political tendencies”.

The data ought to be, then, interpreted with great caution.

7I am grateful to Dr Tom De Smedt for this suggestion.
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The simplistic, yet very practical from the computational point of view, binary cat-

egorisation into male or female and right- or left-wing was inherently prone to lead

to wrong decisions. Needless to say, more manually-annotated tweets are required

to make the corpus a solid training source for automatic classifiers and a more reli-

able reference for linguistic or sociological analyses. Furthermore, a bigger dataset

of politically-related tweets spanning several years would undoubtedly be of great

relevance to qualitative longitudinal studies focused on the changing behaviour of,

say, right- vs left-wing users or males vs females. As regards the choice of the data

itself, the inclusion of tweets from Ireland, Northern Ireland, Scotland, Wales, and

South Africa would greatly benefit the corpus and provide a more encompassing

view of the anglophone political landscape. Last but not least, a thorough study

using Topological Data Analysis could provide additional insight into the nature of

the data (a preliminary experiment conducted by the author has already revealed

several potentially interesting clusters).
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